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Abstract—In this paper, efficient sensor deployment strategies
are developed to increase coverage in wireless mobile sensor networks. The sensors find coverage holes within their Voronoi polygons and then move in an appropriate direction to minimize them.
Novel edge-based and vertex-based strategies are introduced, and
their performances are compared with existing techniques. The
proposed movement strategies are based on the distances of each
sensor and the points inside its Voronoi polygon from the edges or
vertices of the polygon. Simulations confirm the effectiveness of the
proposed deployment algorithms and their superiority to the techniques reported in the literature.
Index Terms—Coverage, mobile sensors, wireless sensor
networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS sensor networks have attracted considerable
attention in various research communities in recent
years, due to their widespread applications [1]–[4]. Such applications range from biomedical engineering to rescue missions
to target tracking and surveillance [5]–[8]. Researchers in
diverse disciplines have made significant contributions to the
field by developing mathematical models for the operation of
the system [9], designing cost-effective resource management
techniques for prolonging network lifetime [10], [11], and deriving efficient deployment algorithms to increase the coverage
of the network [12], [13].
Coverage improvement is a typical goal of a mobile sensor
network. In this type of problem, it is desired to move a group
of sensors and place them in appropriate locations in order to
monitor the environment more effectively. There is often no
a priori knowledge of the environment and the initial positions
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of the sensors [14]. Furthermore, due to the distributed nature
of the network, it is more desirable to minimize the information
exchange between the sensors. In fact, each sensor has limited
communication and sensing ranges, and it is not feasible for the
sensors to communicate with a central server in order to obtain
information about the entire network [15], [16].
In [17], location services (which are concerned with obtaining the position information of the destination) for mobile
ad-hoc networks are reviewed. A new coverage model called
surface coverage is proposed in [18], and two important problems are studied: 1) expected coverage ratio with stochastic
deployment and 2) optimal deployment strategy with planned
deployment. In [19], distributed control laws are presented to
achieve a convex equipartition configuration in mobile sensor
networks. Distributed control laws are provided in [20] for the
disk-covering and sphere-packing problems using nonsmooth
gradient flows. An algorithm is proposed in [21] for environmental boundary tracking with mobile agents, where the
boundary is optimally approximated with a polygon. In [22], an
approach is presented for energy-efficient coverage in wireless
sensor networks using an ant colony optimization algorithm.
The basic protocol approach is proposed in [23], where the
sensors find their final destination using an iterative procedure.
An alternative technique, namely virtual movement protocol, is
proposed in [13] which does not require the sensors to move
physically unless the communication cost is too high or the final
destinations are determined. Three distributed self-deployment
algorithms are subsequently proposed to determine the final destination of the sensors: 1) VOR (Voronoi-based algorithm); 2)
VEC (vector-based algorithm); and 3) Minimax [13]. In the
VOR algorithm, the distance of each sensor from the vertices
of its Voronoi polygon is obtained, and the desired location for
the sensor is calculated accordingly. The VEC algorithm, on the
other hand, is a “proactive” strategy under which the sensors are
relocated to achieve an even distribution in the sensing field.
In the Minimax algorithm, each sensor moves (more smoothly
compared with other algorithms) to a point inside its Voronoi
polygon such that its maximum distance from the vertices of
the polygon is the smallest. While the above techniques are effective in terms of coverage, they suffer from a number of shortcomings. For example, in the VOR and Minimax approaches, if
a sensor is located close to a narrow edge in its Voronoi polygon,
it does not need to move much, and, as a consequence, the
coverage holes may not be reduced. Furthermore, sensing coverage achieved by the VEC algorithm may not be satisfactory
compared with other methods, when there is a relatively large
number of sensors in the network.
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The Voronoi region
generated by
cally formulated as (see [24] and [25])

Fig. 1. Example of a Voronoi diagram.

In this paper, four new techniques are introduced to increase
coverage in a mobile sensor network. The Maxmin-vertex
and Maxmin-edge algorithms tend to maximize the minimum
distance of every sensor from the vertices and edges, respectively, of its Voronoi polygon. The Minimax-edge algorithm,
on the other hand, tends to minimize the maximum distance of
every sensor from the edges of its Voronoi polygon. Finally,
the VEDGE algorithm is a combination of the Maxmin-edge
algorithm (as an edge-based technique) and the Minimax algorithm (as a vertex-based technique). The main characteristic
of these algorithms is that the sensor movement is performed
iteratively, and the coverage is guaranteed to increase after each
iteration. The proposed techniques are evaluated by simulation
in terms of coverage performance, convergence rate, and energy-efficiency. The suitability of each technique for different
scenarios is discussed.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, preliminary material concerning the Voronoi diagram is provided and
its properties are briefly discussed. Section III presents the proposed algorithms for efficient coverage, as the main contribution of the paper. In Section IV, simulation results are given to
show the effectiveness of the proposed approaches. Finally, concluding remarks are drawn in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Consider a flat polygon-shaped surface and a set of net. Let the
worked sensors denoted by
network be represented by a graph, where each node denotes
a sensor. Partition the plane into convex polygons such that
each polygon contains only one node, called the generating
node of that polygon, and any point inside each polygon is
closer to its generating node than to any other node in the
plane. The resultant diagram is called a Voronoi diagram, and
each individual cell in it is referred to as a Voronoi polygon (or
region). An example of a Voronoi diagram for a network of 15
sensors is depicted in Fig. 1.

can be mathemati-

(1)
where is the coordinate of , and
denotes the Euclidean distance between the points and in the 2-D plane.
To construct the Voronoi diagram, the bisectors of each node
and its neighbors need to be drawn first. Among all polygons
generated by these bisectors, the smallest one which contains
the node is the Voronoi polygon of that node. It follows from
(1) that any point in a Voronoi polygon which is not detected
by the sensor associated with that polygon cannot be detected
by any other sensor either. Thus, in order to find the so-called
“coverage holes,” i.e., the points that are not detected by any
sensor in the network, each sensor would only need to check
its own Voronoi polygon. The Voronoi diagram is used for the
analysis and synthesis of sensor deployment algorithms in this
paper.
Definition 1: A pair of nodes whose Voronoi polygons share
an edge are referred to as neighbors.
Definition 2: Consider a sensor
with the sensing radius
and the corresponding Voronoi polygon
, and let
be an arbitrary point inside . The intersection of the polygon
and a circle of radius centered at is referred to as the th
coverage area w.r.t. , and is denoted by
. The th coverage
area w.r.t. the location of the sensor
is called the local coverage area of that sensor [26].
Definition 3: Consider an arbitrary point
inside the
Voronoi polygon
,
. The area inside the Voronoi
which lies outside the th coverage area w.r.t. is
polygon
referred to as the th coverage hole w.r.t. and is denoted by
. The th coverage hole w.r.t. the location of the sensor is
called the local coverage hole of that sensor. Also, the union of
all local coverage holes in the sensing field is referred to as the
total coverage hole, and is denoted by , i.e.,
,
where
denotes the location of the sensor .
Assumption 1: In this paper, it is assumed that there is no
obstacle in the field. This means that every sensor can move
to any desired location using existing techniques, e.g., the ones
provided in [13], [23], [27], and [28].
Assumption 2: All sensors are assumed to be capable of locating themselves in the field (using, for instance, the methods
proposed in [29] and [30]). Moreover, the localization error of
every sensor is assumed to be negligible [13], [28].
Assumption 3: It is assumed that the graph representing sensors’ communication topology is connected [31]. Hence, each
sensor can obtain the information about the locations of the
other sensors through proper communication routes, and consequently calculate its Voronoi polygon accurately (using the
position information of its neighbors). Note that this is a realistic assumption as the number of sensors in a mobile sensor
network is typically large (or, more precisely, there is a sufficient number of sensors per area unit) [32], [33].
Problem Statement: In this work, it is desired that each sensor
finds a candidate location for itself using the available local information and moves to this new position such that the total cov-
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erage of the network increases (or, equivalently, the total coverage hole decreases).

w.r.t. is greater than the th local coverage area for any
one can conclude that

,

(3)

III. MAIN RESULTS
Here, four efficient sensor relocation algorithms are introduced to increase sensing coverage in a mobile sensor network.
The main characteristic of these algorithms is that the sensor
movement is performed iteratively until the termination condition is satisfied. Each round in the proposed algorithms consists of four phases. In the first phase, every sensor ,
,
broadcasts its location information to other sensors and then
constructs its Voronoi polygon based on the similar information it receives from other sensors. Then, in the second phase,
each sensor checks its polygon for possible coverage holes. If
any coverage hole exists, the sensor finds a candidate location
for itself (but does not move there) using an appropriate scheme,
such that by moving there the coverage hole would be eliminated, or at least its size would be reduced by a certain threshold.
Once the new candidate location is calculated, the coverage area
w.r.t. this location, i.e.,
, is obtained in the third phase. If this
coverage area is greater than the current local coverage area,
i.e.
, the sensor moves to the new destination; otherwise, it remains at its current location. Finally, in the termination
phase, if none of the sensors’ local coverage area in its Voronoi
polygon would be increased by a certain amount, the iterations
stop. This termination condition guarantees that the proposed
algorithms stop in finite time.
As noted above, one of the important characteristics of the
sensor deployment strategies proposed in this paper is that each
sensor moves to a new location only if its coverage area w.r.t.
the new location in the old Voronoi polygon increases. Similar
to Theorem 1 of [26], it is shown below that, under this type of
deployment scheme, the total coverage increases.
Theorem 1: Consider the set of sensors described in the
previous section, and let the position of the th sensor be denoted
by , with the corresponding Voronoi polygon . Assume the
th sensor moves to a new position , for any
, with the
such that
if and
corresponding Voronoi polygon
only if
, where is a non-empty subset of . If the -th
coverage area w.r.t.
in the previously constructed Voronoi
polygon
is greater than the th local coverage area in
(i.e.,
) for all
, then the total coverage in the network
increases.
Proof: Let the total uncovered area of the sensing
field when the sensors are located at the positions
and
be denoted by
and , respectively. From the characterization of the Voronoi
diagram, one can write
(2)
It is straightforward to show that for any
, if the coverage
increases, then the corresponding coverage hole will
area in
become smaller. Since it is assumed that the th coverage area

In addition, note that, if

, then
(4)

On the other hand, it is possible that part of the area in
is
also covered by some other sensors in the set
. Hence
(5)
Furthermore, from (3), (4), and (5), one arrives at the following
inequality:
(6)
Now, it is concluded from (2) and (6) that
(7)
which means that the total coverage area increases using the
proposed deployment scheme.
A. Maxmin-Vertex Strategy
The rationale behind the Maxmin-vertex strategy is that,
when the sensors are evenly distributed, none of them should
be too close to any of its Voronoi vertices. In this strategy,
a point inside the Voronoi polygon whose distance from the
nearest Voronoi vertex is the largest is selected as the candidate destination point. This point will be referred to as the
Maxmin-vertex centroid and will be denoted by . Let the
distance between this point and the nearest vertex to it on the
polygon be represented by . Also, let
denote a circle
of radius centered at the point . The Maxmin-vertex circle
is defined next.
Definition 4: The Maxmin-vertex circle of a polygon is defined as the largest circle centered inside the polygon such that
all of the vertices of the polygon are either outside the circle, or
on it. This circle is, in fact,
.
Lemma 1: The Maxmin-vertex circle passes through at least
two Voronoi vertices.
Proof: Let be the nearest vertex of the th polygon to its
Maxmin-vertex centroid , and define
(8)
where
is the set of all vertices of polygon in the Voronoi
diagram. Suppose that the Maxmin-vertex circle does not pass
through any vertex other than , and hence
is
positive. There are two possibilities, as discussed below.
is inside the polygon. Let be a point on the line
Case 1)
, but closer to , such that the distance between
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Fig. 2. Diagram of a Voronoi polygon and the corresponding Maxmin-vertex
circle when the Maxmin-vertex centroid is (a) inside the polygon and (b) on the
polygon.

and

is equal to , where is an arbitrary value
[see Fig. 2(a)].
in
Case 2)
is on the polygon. Suppose is on the edge . Let
be a point on such that
and the distance between
and
is equal to ,
where is an arbitrary value in the interval
[see Fig. 2(b)].
In both cases, according to the triangle inequality,
we have
(9)
From the above relation and noting that
, it can be concluded that
(10)
is the Maxminwhich contradicts the fact that
vertex centroid. Thus, there is at least one more
vertex on the Maxmin-vertex circle, and this completes the proof.
Lemma 2: If the Maxmin-vertex circle passes through exactly
two Voronoi vertices, say and , then is the intersection of
the perpendicular bisector of
and an edge of the polygon.
Proof: Suppose is not the intersection of the perpendicular bisector of
and an edge of the polygon, i.e., is inside
the polygon. Define
(11)
passes through exactly two vertices, thus
is positive. Let
be a point on the perpendicular
bisector of
and outside the triangle
, but closer to
, such that the distance between the points and is equal to
, where is an arbitrary value in the interval
(see Fig. 3).
Using the triangle inequality, one can write

Since

(12)
The above result along with the relations
and
yields
(13)

Fig. 3. Diagram used in the proof of Lemma 2.

which contradicts the fact that
is the Maxmin-vertex
centroid.
Definition 5: For convenience of notation, the circle passing
through two vertices
and
of polygon , centered at the
intersection of the perpendicular bisector of
and the edge
, is denoted by
,
, where
is the number of vertices of the th polygon, for any
.
Also, the circle passing through three vertices ,
and
of
polygon is denoted by
, for
.
Theorem 2: For any
, let
be the set of all circles
whose centers are on polygon , and do not enclose any
of the vertices of the polygon, and
be the set of all circumcircles of any three vertices, centered inside or on the polygon,
which do not enclose any of the vertices of the polygon. Define
. Then,
, and also for all
.
Proof: According to Lemma 1, the Maxmin-vertex
circle passes through at least two Voronoi vertices. If it
and ,
passes through exactly two Voronoi vertices, say
then according to Lemma 2 there exist
such that
. Hence, in this case,
, and, from
Definition 4,
. If, on the other hand, the
Maxmin-vertex circle passes through three or more Voronoi
vertices, then it is the circumcircle of those vertices. Therefore,
, and again it is deduced from Definition 4 that
.
Using the result of Theorem 2, one can develop an algorithm
of complexity
to calculate the Maxmin-vertex centroid
in Voronoi polygon . Since typically a Voronoi polygon does
not have too many vertices, the computational complexity of
such an algorithm is not expected to be high, typically. Detailed
steps are presented in Algorithm 1.
The sensor deployment technique discussed above as well as
the two algorithms given in [13] are all vertex-based, in the
sense that they are concerned with the distances of the nodes
from the vertices of the Voronoi diagram. While algorithms of
this type prove effective in many cases, they may not be as effective for certain node configurations. For instance, consider
the polygon in Fig. 4, and let the sensor be placed at point .
It is easy to verify that in order to increase the coverage area,
the sensor must move to the left. However, both VOR and Minimax algorithms proposed in [13] consider the candidate points
and , respectively, which are in the right side of . To
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Fig. 5. Diagram used in the proof of Lemma 3.

Fig. 6. Diagram used in the proof of Lemma 4.

and by . Let also the length of the segment
by . Then

be denoted

(14)
Fig. 4. Example of a configuration for which the vertex-based strategies are
not as effective.

remedy this shortcoming of the vertex-based algorithms, two
edge-based techniques will be presented in Section III-B.

Proof: Let and be two points on
and
. Let
and
According to the triangle inequality

, such that
(see Fig. 5).

(15)
(16)

B. Minmax-Edge Strategy
The rationale behind the Minmax-edge technique is that
when the sensors are evenly distributed, none of them should
be too far from any of its Voronoi edges. The Minmax-edge
strategy chooses the candidate location of the sensor
as a
point inside Voronoi polygon whose distance from the farthest
Voronoi edge is the smallest. This point will be referred to as
the Minmax-edge centroid, and will be denoted by . Furthermore, the distance between this point and the farthest edge on
Voronoi polygon will be represented by . In the remainder of
this subsection, intersecting or tangent to or touching an edge
means intersecting or tangent to or touching that edge or its
extension. The Minmax-edge circle is defined next.
Definition 6: The Minmax-edge circle is the smallest circle
centered inside or on a polygon, intersecting or touching all of
its edges. This circle is in fact
and is not necessarily
unique (this issue will be addressed later).
Lemma 3: Consider two points , and a line . Let the
distance between and be denoted by , and that between

Relation (14) follows directly from (15) and (16).
Lemma 4: The Minmax-edge circle is tangent to at least two
of the edges of its Voronoi polygon.
Proof: Let be the farthest edge from the Minmax-edge
centroid of a given Voronoi polygon. It is obvious that is equal
to the distance between
and , denoted by
. Thus,
is tangent to . Define
(17)
represents the set of all edges of polygon , and supwhere
pose that the Minmax-edge circle is not tangent to any other
edge, implying that
is positive. Let
be a point
on or its extension, such that
. Let also be a point
on
such that
(for example, see Fig. 6). According
to Lemma 3, we have
(18)
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From (18) and the relation
conclude that
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, one can
(19)

which contradicts the fact that is the Minmax-edge centroid.
This completes the proof.
Lemma 5: The Minmax-edge circle of the th Voronoi
polygon is tangent to at least two edges. Furthermore, if the
Minmax-edge circle is tangent to exactly two edges, say and
, then at least one of the following conditions holds.
1) The two edges and are parallel.
2) The centroid
is the intersection of the bisector of the
angle between , , and one of the edges of the polygon.
Proof: Suppose the Minmax-edge circle is tangent to exactly two nonparallel Voronoi edges and , but is not the
intersection of the bisector of the angle between and and
an edge of the polygon; i.e., is inside the polygon. Define

Fig. 7. Diagram used in the proof of Lemma 5.

(20)
Since

is tangent to exactly two edges, thus
is positive. Let the point be the intersection of
and
(or their extensions). Let also be a point on
such that
, where is an arbitrary value in the interval
(as
an example, see Fig. 7). According to Lemma 3

It results from (21) and the relations
that

(21)
and
(22)

which contradicts the fact that is the Minmax-edge centroid.
On the other hand, if the Minmax-edge circle is not touching exactly two Voronoi edges, then according to Lemma 4 it is tangent
to at least three Voronoi edges. This completes the proof.
Lemma 6: If a Minmax-edge circle is tangent to two parallel
edges, then there are generically other Minmax-edge circles as
well, all of which are also tangent to these parallel edges.
Proof: Suppose one Minmax-edge circle, say
, is tangent to two parallel edges, say
and , but there exists another Minmax-edge circle, say , that is not tangent to these
two edges. Let the distance between
and
be denoted by
. It is obvious that the radius of the circle
is equal
to
. This implies that the radius of the circle
must
, which contradicts the initial assumpbe grater than
is a Minmax-edge circle.
tion that
Remark 1: In the case when the Minmax-edge circles are
tangent to two parallel edges, some of these circles are tangent to
three or more edges. In this case, one of such circles is arbitrarily
chosen as the Minmax-edge circle.
Definition 7: For convenience of notation, the circle touching
two edges
and
of polygon , centered at the intersection
of the edge
and the bisector of the angle between
and
is denoted by
, for any
, where
is the number of edges of polygon in the Voronoi diagram.

Also, the circle touching three edges , and of polygon
is denoted by
, for
.
Theorem 3: Let
be the set of all circles
, such that: 1) their centers lie inside or on the th polygon and
2) they intersect or are tangent to all edges of the polygon. Let
also
be the set of all circles such that: 1) they are tangent
to at least three edges of a Voronoi polygon; 2) their centers lie
inside or on the th polygon; and 3) they intersect or are tangent
. Then, the
to all edges of the polygon. Define
Minmax-edge circle belongs to , and is the smallest circle in
this set.
Proof: The proof follows directly from Lemmas 5 and 6,
and Remark 1.
Using the result of Theorem 3, Algorithm 2 is developed to
find the Minmax-edge centroid in the th Voronoi polygon. The
, which is
computational complexity of this algorithm is
typically not too high.
C. Maxmin-Edge Strategy
Similar to the two methods introduced so far, the idea behind
this strategy is that when the sensors are evenly distributed, none
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Fig. 9. Diagram used in the proof of Lemma 8.
Fig. 8. Diagram used in the proof of Lemma 7.

of them should be too close to any of its Voronoi edges. The candidate location of a sensor under the Maxmin-edge strategy is a
point inside the corresponding Voronoi polygon whose distance
from the nearest Voronoi edge is the largest. This point will be
referred to as the Maxmin-edge centroid, and will be denoted by
. Furthermore, the distance between this point and the nearest
edge to it will be represented by . The Maxmin-edge circle is
defined next.
Definition 8: The Maxmin-edge circle of a polygon is the
largest circle inside the polygon. This circle is, in fact,
.
Lemma 7: The Maxmin-edge circle is tangent to at least two
of the Voronoi edges.
Proof: Consider a Voronoi polygon, and let be the nearest
edge to the Maxmin-edge centroid of the polygon. The radius
is equal to the distance between and , i.e.
. Thus,
is tangent to . Define
(23)
and suppose that the Maxmin-edge circle is not tangent to any
other edge, implying that
is positive. Let
be
a point on , such that
. Let also be a point on
such that
, where is an arbitrary value in the interval
(as an example, see Fig. 8). According to Lemma 3, we
have

(24)
From (24) and the relation
that

, one can conclude

(25)
which contradicts the fact that is the Maxmin-edge centroid.
This completes the proof.
Lemma 8: If the Maxmin-edge circle is tangent to exactly two
edges, then these two edges are parallel. Furthermore, in such a
case there will generically be other Maxmin-edge circles, all of
which are also tangent to these parallel edges.
Proof: Suppose a Maxmin-edge circle is tangent to exactly
two Voronoi edges, say
and , but these two edges are not

parallel. Let the point
extensions). Define

be the intersection of

and

(or their

(26)
is tangent to exactly two edges, the term
is positive. Let also be a point on the extension
(closer to ) such that
, where is an arbiof
(as an example, see Fig. 9).
trary value in the interval
According to Lemma 3, we have

Since

It results from (27) and the relations
that

(27)
and
(28)

which contradicts the fact that is the Maxmin-edge centroid.
, is tanNow, suppose that one Maxmin-edge circle, say
gent to two parallel edges, say
and , but there exists another Maxmin-edge circle, say , that it is not tangent to these
two edges. Note that the radius of the circle
is equal to
. This implies that the radius of the circle
must
be less than
, which contradicts the initial assumption that
is a Maxmin-edge circle. This completes the proof.
Remark 2: Similar to the Minmax-edge circle, in the case
when the Maxmin-edge circles are tangent to two parallel edges,
some of these circles are tangent to three or more edges. In this
case, one of such circles is arbitrarily chosen as the Maxminedge circle.
Theorem 4: Let be the set of all circles which: 1) are tangent to at least three edges of a Voronoi polygon and 2) are inside
the polygon. The Maxmin-edge circle belongs to , and is the
largest circle in this set.
Proof: According to Lemma 8 (and Remark 2), the
Maxmin-edge circle is tangent to three or more Voronoi edges,
and hence it is the incircle or excircle of the triangles created by these edges (possibly extended edges). It is known
that
; thus, it results from Definition 8 that
.
According to Theorem 4, the Maxmin-edge centroid is the
center of the incircle or excircle of one of the triangles created by
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Remark 4: The problem investigated in this paper is a nonconvex optimization problem and all of the proposed algorithms
are distributed. Thus, if every sensor moves to its optimal location in each iteration, it will not necessarily result in the optimal
sensor configuration.
Remark 5: An important property of the Voronoi diagram is
that it partitions the field in such a way that there is exactly one
sensor in each Voronoi polygon. Since under the proposed algorithms the new candidate location of each sensor is inside its
current Voronoi polygon, thus the sensor moves within its own
Voronoi polygon only to reach the new location. This implies
that the sensors will not collide. Assume now that there exists a
sensor that cannot communicate with some of its neighbors, and
consequently some of the edges of the resultant polygon may be
different from those of the exact Voronoi polygon. As a result,
the polygons constructed in this case do not necessarily partition the field in the sense that some of them may overlap with
each other. This can have a negative impact on the detection of
coverage holes. Furthermore, the overlap of the polygons can
lead to sensor collisions.
Remark 6: In order to prevent oscillatory movement of the
sensors, a control mechanism similar to the one in [13] is implemented. Under this mechanism, each sensor compares the newly
computed direction with the previous one; it will not move in the
current round if the new direction is backwards w.r.t. that in the
preceding round.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Fig. 10. Example of a configuration for which the edge-based strategies are not
as effective.

three (extended) edges of the polygon. Hence, one can develop
(which is typically not too
an algorithm of complexity
high, as noted earlier) to find the Maxmin-edge centroid of a
Voronoi polygon.
Remark 3: It is worth noting that one can also use a numerical approach such as linear programing or other existing
techniques in order to find the centroid point of each region in
the second phase of the proposed algorithms [34].
D. VEDGE Strategy
As noted earlier, sometimes the vertex-based algorithms are
not suitable for coverage improvement, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
On the other hand, in certain cases the vertex-based algorithms
can outperform the edge-based ones in terms of coverage. For
example, in Fig. 10 the candidate locations for sensor using
the VOR [13], Minimax [13], and Maxmin-edge strategies are
the points , and , respectively. It is clear in this case that
the VOR and Minimax algorithms increase the coverage area,
but the Maxmin-edge algorithm does not. This motivates the development of a new algorithm called VEDGE, as a combination
of Minimax (as a vertex-based algorithm) and Maxmin-edge (as
an edge-based algorithm). In each round of this algorithm, every
sensor selects two points as its candidate locations: one point according to the Minimax strategy and the other one according to
the Maxmin-edge strategy. Any of the two points that provides
better coverage is selected as the new location of the sensor.

Example 1: In this example, 30 sensors with the sensing
range of 6 m and the communication range of 20 m are randomly
deployed in a 50 m 50 m flat surface. Fig. 11 depicts an operational example of the VEDGE strategy for the above setup.
The algorithm is set to terminate when no sensor’s coverage in
its Voronoi polygon increases by more than 1% in its next move.
Three snapshots are provided, and in each one both sensing circles of the sensors (filled circles) and the Voronoi diagram are
depicted. After the first round of the algorithm, the coverage increases from the initial value of 60.7% to 81.7%. The algorithm
terminates after 13 rounds, and the final coverage is 95.1%. It
can be observed from this figure that in the final round the sensors are distributed more evenly than the initial configuration,
resulting in significant increase in network coverage.
Remark 7: It is important to note that an analytical solution to the sensor deployment problem for optimal coverage is
mathematically too complex to compute. This issue has also
been pointed out in the literature, and the performance of any
sensor deployment technique is typically evaluated by running a
number of simulations with random initial positions for sensors
[12], [13], [23], [31], [35], [36]. This approach will be adopted
in the next example in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed techniques.
Example 2: In this example, the proposed algorithms are applied to the same flat surface and the same type of sensor as the
previous example. The results are then compared with the results of the algorithms given in [13]. In these simulations, the algorithms stop when none of the sensors’ coverage in its Voronoi
polygon would be improved by more than 1% in the next move.
It is to be noted that all of the results presented in this example
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Fig. 11. Snapshots of the movement of sensors as well as the Voronoi polygons and sensing circles under the VEDGE strategy in Example 1. (a) Initial configuration of sensors. (b) Configuration of sensors after the first round. (c) Final configuration.

Fig. 12. The coverage factor for 30 sensors using different strategies.

are the average values obtained by performing 100 simulations
with random initial positions for sensors. Furthermore, while
the horizontal axes of Figs. 13–16 represent a discrete quantity
(number of sensors), the corresponding curves are depicted as
continuous graphs for the sake of clarity.
Fig. 12 gives the coverage factor (the ratio of the covered
area to the total area) for 30 sensors, calculated after each round
of different algorithms. It can be observed that all algorithms
reach a satisfactory coverage level in the first few rounds. The
resultant curves also show that the VEDGE algorithm has the
best coverage performance.
The time it takes for the network to reach the desired coverage
level is another important criterion for measuring the efficiency
of the algorithms. Since the deployment time of the sensors in
each round is almost the same in all algorithms, the number
of rounds required to reach a certain coverage level is used to
evaluate time efficiency. Fig. 13 shows the stopping round of
the algorithms for different number of sensors. The simulation is
carried out for
20, 30, 40, 50. It can be seen from this figure
that, for
, the number of rounds decreases as the number
of sensors increases. This is due to the fact that when the number
of sensors is large, the probability that each sensor covers its
Voronoi polygon becomes higher. As a result, the termination
condition is satisfied in a shorter period of time in such cases. It

Fig. 13. Number of rounds required to reach the termination condition for different numbers of sensors using different strategies.

can also be observed from Fig. 13 that the stopping round for the
case of 20 sensors in the VOR strategy is less than that in the
other strategies, but for 30 or more sensors the Minmax-edge
algorithm converges faster.
Energy efficiency is another important measure of performance in mobile sensor networks. Energy consumption due to
movement is known to be directly related to the moving distance of the sensors, as well as the number of times they stop
(note that each time a sensor stops, it will need to overcome the
static friction in the next movement). Thus, it is important to
also compare the algorithms in terms of the overall moving distance of the sensors, and the number of times they stop. Fig. 14
depicts the average moving distance for different number of sensors using different algorithms. These graphs show that the average moving distance is smaller for a larger number of sensors (for the same reason given earlier). Simulations show that
for small number of sensors, the Maxmin-vertex algorithm has
the smallest average moving distance. The number of movements versus the number of sensors is given in Fig. 15. This
figure shows that in most algorithms when the number of sensors increases from 20 to 30, the number of sensor movements
also increases. The reason is that when there is a small number
of sensors in the network, the Voronoi polygons are relatively
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TABLE I
ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN JOULE FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF SENSORS
USING DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

Fig. 14. Average distance each sensor travels for different number of sensors
using different strategies.

Fig. 16. Coverage factor for different number of sensors using different
strategies.

Fig. 15. Number of movements for different number of sensors using different
strategies.

large compared to the sensing circles. Thus, it is likely that each
Voronoi polygon completely contains the sensing circle of the
sensor inside it. This implies that the sensor’s local coverage
is maximum (i.e., it is equal to the area of the sensing circle),
and hence it will likely not increase if the sensor moves in any
direction. However, when the number of sensors increases beyond 30, then the number of movements decreases considerably. In fact, when the number of sensors increases beyond a
certain value, it is more likely that each sensor covers its Voronoi
polygon. Hence, the termination condition will be satisfied in a
shorter period of time, resulting in a decrease in the number of
movements. Fig. 15 confirms this expectation and shows that,
as the number of sensors increases beyond 30, the number of
required movements decreases.
Assume that the energy required to move a sensor a 1-m distance (without stopping in between) is 8.268J [33], [37]. Let the
energy required to stop a sensor and then overcome the static

friction (in order to move it) be also equal to the above value
[23]. Table I summarizes the results, where it can be observed
that when the number of sensors in the network is not large,
the Maxmin-vertex strategy outperforms the other techniques
in terms of energy consumption. For a large number of sensors,
on the other hand, the Maxmin-edge strategy is more energy-efficient compared to the other methods.
In Fig. 16, the final coverage of each strategy is depicted for
different number of sensors. It can be observed that the VEDGE
algorithm has the largest final coverage in all scenarios. It is
also interesting to note that although the VEC algorithm does
not have a good performance for large number of sensors, it
performs relatively well for small number of sensors.
It follows from the above discussion that the choice of an
appropriate deployment algorithm involves a trade-off between
three main factors: network coverage, deployment time, and energy efficiency. The discussion is summarized below.
1) The VEDGE algorithm outperforms the other algorithms
as far as network coverage is concerned.
2) The Minmax-edge algorithm is more desirable when the
deployment time is the main concern AND the number of
sensors in the field is not small.
3) The Maxmin-vertex algorithm is more preferable when the
energy consumption is the main concern AND the number
of sensors in the field is not large.
4) The Maxmin-edge algorithm is more energy-efficient than
the other algorithms when there is a large number of sensors in the network.
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V. CONCLUSION
Distributed sensor deployment strategies are proposed in this
work for efficient field coverage in a mobile sensor network.
Under these strategies, each sensor moves iteratively in a direction that the coverage holes in its Voronoi polygon are reduced. The proposed strategies tend to place the sensors in such
a way that undesirable network configurations are avoided. The
Maxmin-vertex strategy selects each sensor’s candidate location
as a point inside its Voronoi polygon whose distance from the
nearest Voronoi vertex is the largest. The Minmax-edge strategy,
on the other hand, selects the candidate location as a point inside
its Voronoi polygon whose distance from the farthest Voronoi
edge is the smallest. The Maxmin-edge strategy selects the candidate location as a point inside its Voronoi polygon whose distance from the nearest Voronoi edge is the largest. Finally, the
VEDGE strategy is a combination of the Minimax algorithm
(introduced in the literature) and Maxmin-edge algorithm. Two
candidate points are calculated for each sensor based on these
two methods, and the one which provides better coverage is selected as the candidate location for that sensor. In all of these
techniques, each sensor moves to the new location only if its
coverage increases. Simulations demonstrate the advantages of
the proposed techniques compared with other known methods.
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